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Introduction:   
MRI is attractive to guide percutaneous procedures such as biopsies and injections because of its superior soft tissue visualization.  However, most applications to date 
have used “passive” needles which rely on susceptibility artifacts for visualization and are subject to limited contrast, nonspecific image profiles, orientation-
dependence, and volume averaging [1].   As a result, these passive devices may be difficult to locate and follow.  “Active” devices which incorporate resonant RF coils 
directly connected to the MR scanner provide unique signal information that permits them to be displayed clearly.  Needles and other devices with active “tracking” 
coils require dedicated tracking pulse sequences and typically permit localization of just the device tip which may not represent complex device curves [2].  Active 
device “profiling” enables whole-device visualization and orientation displayed on simultaneously acquired real-time images.  A needle with active profiling can 
provide specific information about needle location, insertion depth, and curvature to facilitate a variety of real-time MR-guided percutaneous procedures.   
 
Methods:   
An 18-gauge MRI-compatible needle (EZ-EM, Lake Success, NY USA) was modified to incorporate a loop antenna along its 
length on a separate receiver channel.  Areas of greatest signal intensity containing tighter windings were separated by unequal 
distances to provide distinguishing marker points (Figure 1).  Thermoplastic elastomer (Pebax) covering maintained a smooth 
transition on the outer surface from needle bevel to coil without a significant increase in outer diameter (<5Fr).  The needle 
was used in receive-only mode and connected to its tuning, matching, and decoupling circuitry via a coaxial cable extension to 
enable free movement of the needle.  A multi-channel pre-amplifier box connected the active needle and associated active 
devices (such as guidewires) to the scanner coil port.     
 
All imaging was performed on a short, wide bore Siemens Espree 1.5T MRI scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) with spine and body matrix coils 
as receivers in addition to the independent active device channels.  In vitro testing was conducted in a water phantom, under various conditions that may be experienced 
during in vivo use such as different orientations with respect to B0, use with a stylet or guidewire, and in simulated tissue environments.  The active needle was further 
evaluated in vivo during real-time MRI-guided internal jugular vein access in swine.  Animal protocols were approved by the institutional Animal Care and Use 
Committee.  Higher resolution phantom images were acquired using a gradient echo sequence (TR/TE 837/1.96ms, Slice Thickness 5mm, Flip Angle 45º, FOV 
340x170mm, Matrix 256x128).  Real-time balanced steady-state free precession imaging (TR/TE 3.67/1.84ms, ST 6mm, Flip Angle 39°, FOV 330x248mm,  Matrix 
192x144) using a separate real-time reconstruction and display system [3] was performed during phantom testing and in vivo animal experiments.  The needle and 
0.035” active wire used in conjunction were independently colored on the real-time reconstruction.           
 
Results:   
Distinct points of increased signal intensity corresponding to the prescribed spacing along the length of the needle were apparent in phantom scans as shown in Figure 
2a.  These points were still visible despite changes in needle artifact size and appearance (Figure 2b).  The needle was successfully used in vivo to achieve internal 
jugular vein access in swine.  Needle entry into the vessel was tracked in real-time and the needle and active wire channels were colored independently (needle – red, 
wire – green) as seen in Figure 3a.  Non-selective image slices in device-only projection mode could be used to identify the location and trajectory of the needle if it 
was out of plane (Figure 3b).  Insertion of an active guidewire down to the right heart confirmed correct vessel entry.  Finally, a nitinol wire was used to exchange the 
needle for a standard introducer sheath, securing access to the internal jugular vein.  Unmodified passive needles were comparatively inferior in attempts to gain access.   
 

       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Discussion:  
Incorporating active profiling into the needle design provides a unique imaging signature, giving the operator confidence in device position.   This can also be exploited 
in device-only projection or automated scan-plane prescription modes if desired.  The distinct markers of needle position, trajectory and insertion depth were integrated 
in a device construction that was robust, permitted smooth entry into the skin and provided expected handling to access the desired target.  This active needle design 
could facilitate many of the common puncture procedures already being performed under MRI in addition to permitting more complex percutaneous procedures which 
may require added guidance to be performed safely.   
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  Figure 3: In vivo internal jugular vein access.   
  (a) Confirming needle (red) access with active wire (green) through needle;  
  (b) Projection mode example imaging demonstrating plane of needle and deflected active wire in vessel.     

 

Figure 2: Active needle in phantom. 
(a) Needle aligned along Bo; 
(b) Needle perpendicular to Bo. 
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Figure 1: Picture of needle tip 
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